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BUILT TO LAST
PROPERLY MAINTAINED, THE HEAT & GRILL
WILL DELIVER A DEPENDABLE AND SAFE
SOURCE OF HEATING AND VERSATILE EASY
COOKING FOR YEARS TO COME
Changing your Heat & Grill from
Heat to Grill is easy thanks to a
unique baffle system.
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HEATING
With the baffle in the up position
your fire is in heating mode, with
a generous but protected view of
the fire view through the massive
glass the Heat & Grill can heat
up to 170m2

COOKING
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HEAT & GRILL
weight 116kg

OUTDOOR LIVING

Move the baffle forward to slide
behind the glass and block the
heat to transform your fire into a
grill. Stand directly in front and
cook directly over the flames with
5 different cooking methods to
experiment with. Grill, bake, roast,
smoke or even pop a pizza stone
on the grill for a wood fired
sensation.

Distributed by Pivot Stove & Heating
through an approved reseller network.

pivotstove.com.au

PROTECTING THE
ENVIRONMENT
Due to directional air supply, there
is significantly less smoke produced,
than by other wood outdoor
heating and cooking products. A
short flue pipe directs what little
smoke there is away from the unit
and those around it.

5 -YEAR GUARANTEE
The Heat & Grill not only delivers
great performance and
environmental standards but also
comes with a 5-year Guarantee.
Five Years for the bodies of the
appliance. One Year all
non-consumable body parts.

“...using our tried and tested technology,
we set our sights on creating the first
outdoor wood burning stove which could
also work as a barbecue.”

COOK, EAT AND KEEP THE PARTY GOING ON OUTSIDE
CLEAN HEAT
•
•
•
•

Heats up to 170m2
Single lever air control
Minimal smoke emissions
Log Store base

• Technology only seen in
indoor wood heaters

The Heat & Grill is a high performance dual-function heater and barbecue which has
been made for those who love nothing more than firing up the barbecue for a spontaneous
outdoor feast or simply looking for ways to use their precious outdoor space more often.
The grill size is ideal for rustling up some sausages and burgers for a party of 6-8 using
fine grade charcoal or popping a pizza stone on the grill, closing the lid and achieving
perfectly cooked crisp wood cooked pizza in minutes.
The elegant design will suit any exterior style and encourage you to get outside more...
even if it is just to have a cup of coffee with the newspaper, on a crisp morning.

QUALITY COOKING
EXPERIENCE
• Adjustable grill height for cooking
different sizes and cuts of meat
Fully
insulated lid with thermal
•
rotation to reduce heat loss
• Variable cooking modes
• Self-Cleaning

HEAT & GRILL FROM DAY WELL INTO THE EVENING

